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Vinod Cookware announces newest Magic to Indian Kitchens with ‘Magic Cooker
range’ priced for Rs. 3550/-

Separate Straining Lid and Serving Lid – 18/8 Stainless steel with Duralife
Gasket
Available in 2 sizes 3.5 and 5.5 litre at 3150/- and 3550/- respectively

Vinod Cookware, one of the leading Kitchenware brands in Indiaintroduces the
newest addition ‘Magic Cooker range’ that comes with the addition of new
features that lets you stay in control in the kitchen.
Vinod Magic Cookware is versatile when it comes to usage of lids. Cook using the
necessary pressure cooker lid, filter water through the sieve plate on the strainer
lid, and then serve the delicious food in the same container by just switching the
lid with the serving lid. So, now there is no need to map the food from one to
other when you can conveniently do ‘all in one’.
Being a high-quality Sandwich bottom cookware, this Cooker not just prevents food
from sticking to the bottom surface but also it’s ideal for cooking on both gas stove
and induction stove. This hygienic, superior surgical 18/8 grade stainless steel
cooker stays bright and shines without being corroded. On the other hand, the
sandwich bottom is a heavy gauge thermal base for uniform heat-distribution, and
heat retention.
Additionally, the most innovative addition to its features is the Duralife Gasket
which is specially manufactured solely of silicon and robust compounds, to
increase the life of the gasket. The best part, though being a synthetic and nonmetallic component in the entire cookware, its color does not fade or drip, neither
does it add color, taste or odor to your cooked food.
“Acknowledging the diverse Indian cooking style, Magic Cooker is a perfect
companion. It’s fast and energy saving efficient cooking is a point which makes it
stand above of any other cookware. We are a proud and happy family of cookware
manufacturers to understand the needs of Indian Kitchens, and curtailing the
hassles faced,” says Director - Vinod Cookware, Mr. Sunil Agarwal.
Magic Cooker is now available in your nearest stores with the benevolence of 24
months warranty.
About Vinod Cookware:
Established in 1986 – Vinod Cookware is the pioneer of ‘Sandwich bottom’ in the
cookware industry. With more than 400 products across seven categories Vinod
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Cookware’s Pressure Cooker is the firms biggest success story. The product range
has expanded into state-of-the-art cooking technologies such as non-stick
cookware, hard anodized cookware and more. Crafted with a complete
understanding of the Indian kitchen and using premium quality stainless steel,
Vinod’s products are an instant connect with home-makers of all ages. Besides, the
company’s insistence on research and development gets for its products the edge
of convenience and durability. The trust earned from the customers has also got
the company many awards, one of the prized titles also being the ‘Best Expo
House’

